The presence of uranium in mineral waters. The uranium-radium ratio. Uranium determinations have been made in waters from five springs, the amount found being of the order of 10-6 gm. per litre. There was no constant ratio between radium and uranium. Segre : Statistical calculation of the spectrum of an ionised atom. The statistical method is applicable to -the construction of the spectrum of an ionised atom from the atomic number and the degree of ionisation .. Even with highly ionised atoms the method furnishes satisfactory results.-G. Bargellini and A. Grippa : 2 : 5-Dibromoanisidine. This compound and several of its derivatives are described.-G. Bargellini and F. Madesani : 3 : 5-and 2 : 6-Dibromoanisidines. Bromination of acetyl-p-anisidine yields the acetyl derivative, not of 3 : 5-, but of 2 : 5-dibromoanisid.ine. -G. Natta: Crystalline structures of hydrogen sulphide and hydrogen selenide ( 1 ). · X-ray "investigation mdicates that hydrogen sulphide and hydrogen selenide crystallise in the cubic system. For the former, the -side of the unit cell is 5·778±0·003 A. and its volume 192 ·9 x 10· 2 t c. c. On the assllinption that the Wlit cell contains four molecules and .that . the weight No. 3175, VoL. 126] of the hydrogen atom is 1·65 x I0-24 gm., the density of solid hydrogen sulphide at -170° is calculated to be 1·166. (Proc., Vol. 16, No.5, May 15 ).-A. E. Navez: On the distribution of tabular roots in Oeiba (Bombacacere). In C1.1ba, the so-called buttress or tabular roots· of these trees grow principally on the sides struck by the dominant winds, the largest generally in the N.E.-E.N.E. direction, The roots are ' resistance cables ' rather than ' buttresses '.-----'Ernest Glen Wever and Charles W. Bray : Action currents in the auditory nerve in response to acoustical stimulation. A decerebrated cat was used and electrodes placed on the exposed auditory nerve. Sound stimuli applied _ to the animal's ear set up action . currents which, when amplified, produced sounds in a telephone appatently identical with the original Speech was transmitted-with great fidelity ; response was obtained with cies between 125 and 4100-pe:r second. Frequency of response is correlated with frequency of stimulation. -Robert K. Nabours: Mutations and allelomorphism in the grouse locusts (Tettigidre, Orthoptera). -F. H. Murray: The electromagnetic field exterior to a system of perfectly reflecting surfaces. A mathematical discussion.-Louis S. Kassel : The rates of second-order gas reactions. A theoretical discussion based on the assumption that the chance of reaction at a collision increases with energy of collision.-Ernest W. Qrown : On the pr, ediction of trans-Neptunian planets from the perturbations of Uranus.
-Edwin H. Hall : The 'reaction-isochore ' equation for ionisation within metals.-Sinclair Smith : The effect of low temperatures on the sensitivity of radiometers. Radiometers in hydrogen, helium, and air in a designed chamber at-180° C. were exposed to hght from a controlled source. Maximum sensitivity increases at low temperature and shifts towards lower pressures.
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